A important phase in any web personalization system is transaction identification. Recently a number of researches have been done to incorporate semantics of a website in representation of transactions. Building a hierarchy of concepts manually is time consuming and expensive. In this paper we intend to address these shortcomings. Our contribution is that we introduce a mechanism to automatically improve the representation of the user in the website using a comprehensive lexical semantic resource and semantic clusters. We utilize Wikipedia, the largest encyclopedia to date, as a rich lexical resource to enhance the automatic construction of vector model representation of user sessions. We cluster web pages based on their content and their semantic. These clusters of web documents are used to scrutinize the discovered web sessions in order to identify what we call sub-sessions. Each subsession have consistent goal. This process engendered to improving deriving semantic sessions from web site user page views. Our experiments show that proposed system significantly improves the quality of web personalization process.
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